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Abstrat
Multiple sequene alignment (MSA) is a ubiquitous problem in omputational biology.
Although it is NP -hard to nd an optimal solution for an arbitrary number of sequenes,
due to the importane of this problem researhers are trying to push the limits of exat
algorithms further. Sine MSA an be ast as a lassial path nding problem, it is at-
trating a growing number of AI researhers interested in heuristi searh algorithms as a
hallenge with atual pratial relevane.
In this paper, we rst review two previous, omplementary lines of researh. Based on
Hirshberg's algorithm, Dynami Programming needs O(kN
k 1
) spae to store both the
searh frontier and the nodes needed to reonstrut the solution path, for k sequenes of
length N . Best rst searh, on the other hand, has the advantage of bounding the searh
spae that has to be explored using a heuristi. However, it is neessary to maintain all
explored nodes up to the nal solution in order to prevent the searh from re-expanding
them at higher ost. Earlier approahes to redue the Closed list are either inompatible
with pruning methods for the Open list, or must retain at least the boundary of the Closed
list.
In this artile, we present an algorithm that attempts at ombining the respetive
advantages; like A

it uses a heuristi for pruning the searh spae, but redues both
the maximum Open and Closed size to O(kN
k 1
), as in Dynami Programming. The
underlying idea is to ondut a series of searhes with suessively inreasing upper bounds,
but using the DP ordering as the key for the Open priority queue. With a suitable hoie
of thresholds, in pratie, a running time below four times that of A

an be expeted.
In our experiments we show that our algorithm outperforms one of the urrently most
suessful algorithms for optimal multiple sequene alignments, Partial Expansion A

, both
in time and memory. Moreover, we apply a rened heuristi based on optimal alignments
not only of pairs of sequenes, but of larger subsets. This idea is not new; however, to
make it pratially relevant we show that it is equally important to bound the heuristi
omputation appropriately, or the overhead an obliterate any possible gain.
Furthermore, we disuss a number of improvements in time and spae eÆieny with
regard to pratial implementations.
Our algorithm, used in onjuntion with higher-dimensional heuristis, is able to al-
ulate for the rst time the optimal alignment for almost all of the problems in Referene 1
of the benhmark database BAliBASE .
1. Introdution: Multiple Sequene Alignment
The multiple sequene alignment problem (MSA) in omputational biology onsists in align-
ing several sequenes, e.g. related genes from dierent organisms, in order to reveal simi-
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larities and dierenes aross the group. Either DNA an be diretly ompared, and the
underlying alphabet  onsists of the set fC,G,A,Tg for the four standard nuleotide bases
ytosine, guanine, adenine and thymine; or we an ompare proteins, in whih ase 
omprises the twenty amino aids.
Roughly speaking, we try to write the sequenes one above the other suh that the
olumns with mathing letters are maximized; thereby gaps (denoted here by an additional
letter \ ") may be inserted into either of them in order to shift the remaining haraters into
better orresponding positions. Dierent letters in the same olumn an be interpreted as
being aused by point mutations during the ourse of evolution that substituted one amino
aid by another one; gaps an be seen as insertions or deletions (sine the diretion of
hange is often not known, they are also olletively referred to as indels). Presumably, the
alignment with the fewest mismathes or indels onstitutes the biologially most plausible
explanation.
There is a host of appliations of MSA within omputational biology; e.g., for deter-
mining the evolutionary relationship between speies, for deteting funtionally ative sites
whih tend to be preserved best aross homologous sequenes, and for prediting three-
dimensional protein struture.
Formally, one assoiates a ost with an alignment and tries to nd the (mathematially)
optimal alignment, i.e., that one with minimum ost. When designing a ost funtion,
omputational eÆieny and biologial meaning have to be taken into aount. The most
widely-used denition is the sum-of-pairs ost funtion. First, we are given a symmetri
(jj + 1)
2
matrix ontaining penalties (sores) for substituting a letter with another one
(or a gap). In the simplest ase, this ould be one for a mismath and zero for a math,
but more biologially relevant sores have been developed. Dayho, Shwartz, and Orutt
(1978) have proposed a model of moleular evolution where they estimate the exhange
probabilities of amino aids for dierent amounts of evolutionary divergene; this gives rise
to the so-alled PAM matries, where PAM250 is generally the most widely used; Jones,
Taylor, and Thornton (1992) rened the statistis based on a larger body of experimental
data. Based on suh a substitution matrix, the sum-of-pairs ost of an alignment is dened
as the sum of penalties between all letter pairs in orresponding olumn positions.
A pairwise alignment an be onveniently depited as a path between two opposite
orners in a two-dimensional grid (Needleman and Wunsh, 1981): one sequene is plaed
on the horizontal axis from left to right, the other one on the vertial axis from top to
bottom. If there is no gap in either string, the path moves diagonally down and right; a gap
in the vertial (horizontal) string is represented as a horizontal (vertial) move right (down),
sine a letter is onsumed in only one of the strings. The alignment graph is direted and
ayli, where a (non-border) vertex has inoming edges from the left, top, and top-left
adjaent verties, and outgoing edges to the right, bottom, and bottom-right verties.
Pairwise alignment an be readily generalized to the simultaneous alignment of multiple
sequenes, by onsidering higher-dimensional latties. For example, an alignment of three
sequenes an be visualized as a path in a ube. Fig. 1 illustrates an example for the strings
ABCB, BCD, and DB. It also shows the omputation of the sum-of-pairs ost, for a hypothetial
substitution matrix. A real example (problem 2trx of BAliBASE , see Se. 7.3) is given in
Fig. 2.
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Alignment: Substitution matrix:
A B C _ B A B C D _
_ B C D _ A 0 2 4 2 3
_ _ _ D B B 1 3 3 3
C 2 2 3
Cost: 6+7+8+7+7 = 35 D 1 3
_ 0
A
B
C
B
D
B
B
C
D
start 
end 
Figure 1: Fititious alignment problem: Column representation, ost matrix, three-
dimensional visualization of the alignment path through the ube.
A number of improvements an be integrated into the sum-of-pairs ost, like assoiating
weights with sequenes, and using dierent substitution matries for sequenes of varying
evolutionary distane. A major issue in multiple sequene alignment algorithms is their
ability to handle gaps. Gap penalties an be made dependent on the neighbor letters.
Moreover, it has been found (Altshul, 1989) that assigning a xed sore for eah indel
sometimes does not produe the biologially most plausible alignment. Sine the insertion
of a sequene of x letters is more likely than x separate insertions of a single letter, gap ost
funtions have been introdued that depend on the length of a gap. A useful approximation
are aÆne gap osts, whih distinguish between opening and extension of a gap and harge
a+bx for a gap of length x, for appropriate a and b. Another frequently used modiation
is to waive the penalties for gaps at the beginning or end of a sequene.
Tehnially, in order to deal with aÆne gap osts we an no longer identify nodes in the
searh graph with lattie verties, sine the ost assoiated with an edge depends on the
preeding edge in the path. Therefore, it is more suitable to store lattie edges in the priority
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1thx _aeqpvlvyfwaswgpqlmsplinlaantysdrlkvvkleidpnpttvkkyk______vegvpal
1grx __mqtvi__fgrsgpysvrakdlaeklsnerdd_fqyqyvdiraegitkedlqqkagkpvetvp__
1erv agdklvvvdfsatwgpkmikpffhslsekysn_viflevdvddqdvasee______vksmptf
2trP _kvttivvniyedgvrgdalnsslelaaeypm_vkfkira_sntgagdrfs______sdvlptl
1thx rlvkgeqildstegvis__kdkllsf_ldthln_________
1grx qifvdqqhiggytdfaawvken_____lda____________
1erv qffkkgqkvgefsgan___kek_____leatine__lv____
2trP lvykggelisnfisvaeqfaedffaadvesflneygllper_
Figure 2: Alignment of problem 2trx of BAliBASE , omputed with algorithm settings as
desribed in Se. 7.3.
A
B
A B C D
D
A
g = 53
cost(_,C)=3
gap penalty = 4
g = 60
g = 57
cost(A,_)=3
gap penalty = 4
g = 60
cost(A,C)=4
gap penalty = 0
Figure 3: Example of omputing path osts with aÆne gap funtion; the substitution matrix
of Fig. 1 and a gap opening penalty of 4 is used.
queue, and let the transition osts for u ! v; v ! w be the sum-of-pairs substitution osts
for using one harater from eah sequene or a gap, plus the inurred gap penalties for
v ! w followed by u ! v. This representation was adopted in the program MSA (Gupta,
Keeioglu, & Shaeer, 1995). Note that the state spae in this representation grows by
a fator of 2
k
. An example of how suessor osts are alulated, with the ost matrix of
Fig. 1 and a gap opening penalty of 4, is shown in Fig. 3.
For onveniene of terminology in the sequel we will still refer to nodes when dealing
with the searh algorithm.
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2. Overview
Wang and Jiang (1994) have shown that the optimal multiple sequene alignment problem is
NP -hard; therefore, we annot hope to ahieve an eÆient algorithm for an arbitrary number
of sequenes. As a onsequene, alignment tools most widely used in pratie sarie the
sound theoretial basis of exat algorithms, and are heuristi in nature (Chan, Wong, &
Chiu, 1992). A wide variety of tehniques has been developed. Progressive methods build
up the alignment gradually, starting with the losest sequenes and suessively adding
more distant ones. Iterative strategies rene an initial alignment through a sequene of
improvement steps.
Despite their limitation to moderate number of sequenes, however, the researh into
exat algorithms is still going on, trying to push the pratial boundaries further. They still
form the building blok of heuristi tehniques, and inorporating them into existing tools
ould improve them. For example, an algorithm iteratively aligning two groups of sequenes
at a time ould do this with three or more, to better avoid loal minima. Moreover, it is
theoretially important to have the \gold standard" available for evaluation and omparison,
even if not for all problems.
Sine MSA an be ast as a minimum-ost path nding problem, it turns out that it is
amenable to heuristi searh algorithms developed in the AI ommunity; these are atually
among the urrently best approahes. Therefore, while many researhers in this area have
often used puzzles and games in the past to study heuristi searh algorithms, reently there
has been a rising interest in MSA as a testbed with pratial relevane, e.g., (Korf, 1999;
Korf & Zhang, 2000; Yoshizumi, Miura, & Ishida, 2000; Zhou & Hansen, 2003b); its study
has also led to major improvements of general searh tehniques.
It should be pointed out that the denition of the MSA problem as given above is not the
only one; it ompetes with other attempts at formalizing biologial meaning, whih is often
impreise or depends on the type of question the biologist investigator is pursuing. E.g., in
this paper we are only onerned with global alignment methods, whih nd an alignment of
entire sequenes. Loal methods, in ontrast, are geared towards nding maximally similar
partial sequenes, possibly ignoring the remainder.
In the next setion, we briey review previous approahes, based on dynami program-
ming and inorporating lower and upper bounds. In Se. 4, we desribe a new algorithm
that ombines and extends some of these ideas, and allows to redue the storage of Closed
nodes by partially reomputing the solution path at the end (Se. 5). Moreover, it turns out
that our algorithm's iterative deepening strategy an be transferred to nd a good balane
between the omputation of improved heuristis and the main searh (Se. 6), an issue that
has previously been a major obstale for their pratial appliation. Se. 7 presents an
experimental omparison with Partial Expansion A

(Yoshizumi, Miura, & Ishida, 2000),
one of the urrently most suessful approahes. We also solve all but two problems of
Referene 1 of the widely used benhmark database BAliBASE (Thompson, Plewniak, &
Poh, 1999). To the best of our knowledge, this has not been ahieved previously with an
exat algorithm.
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3. Previous Work
A number of exat algorithms have been developed previously that an ompute alignments
of a moderate number of sequenes. Some of them are mostly onstrained by available
memory, some by the required omputation time, and some on both. We an roughly
group them into two ategories: those based on the dynami programming paradigm, whih
proeed primarily in breadth-rst fashion; and best-rst searh, utilizing lower and upper
bounds to prune the searh spae. Some reent researh, inluding our new algorithm
introdued in Se. 4, attempts to beneially ombine these approahes.
3.1 Dijkstra's Algorithm and Dynami Programming
Dijkstra (1959) presented a general algorithm for nding the shortest (resp. minimum ost)
path in a direted graph. It uses a priority queue (heap) to store nodes v together with
the shortest found distane from the start node s (i.e., the top-left orner of the grid) to v
(also alled the g-value of v). Starting with only s in the priority queue, in eah step, an
edge with the minimum g-value is removed from the priority queue; its expansion onsists
in generating all of its suessors (verties to the right and/or below) reahable in one step,
omputing their respetive g-value by adding the edge ost to the previous g-value, and
inserting them in turn into the priority queue in ase this newly found distane is smaller
than their previous g-value. By the time a node is expanded, the g-value is guaranteed to
be the minimal path ost from the start node, g

(v) = d(s; v). The proedure runs until the
priority queue beomes empty, or the target node t (the bottom-right orner of the grid)
has been reahed; its g-value then onstitutes the optimal solution ost g

(t) = d(s; t) of
the alignment problem. In order to trae bak the path orresponding to this ost, we move
bakwards to the start node hoosing predeessors with minimum ost. The nodes an either
be stored in a xed matrix struture orresponding to the grid, or they an be dynamially
generated; in the latter ase, we an expliitly store at eah node a baktrak-pointer to
this optimal parent.
For integer edge osts, the priority queue an be implemented as a buket array pointing
to doubly linked lists (Dial, 1969), so that all operations an be performed in onstant time
(To be preise, the DeleteMin-operation also needs a pointer that runs through all dierent
g-values one; however, we an neglet this in omparison to the number of expansions).
To expand a vertex, at most 2
k
  1 suessor verties have to be generated, sine we have
the hoie of introduing a gap in eah sequene. Thus, Dijkstra's algorithm an solve the
multiple sequene alignment problem in O(2
k
N
k
) time and O(N
k
) spae for k sequenes of
length  N .
A means to redue the number of nodes that have to be stored for path reonstrution
is by assoiating a ounter with eah node that maintains the number of hildren whose
baktrak-pointer refers to them (Gupta et al., 1995). Sine eah node an be expanded at
most one, after this the number of referring baktrak-pointers an only derease, namely,
whenever a heaper path to one of its hildren is found. If a node's referene ount goes
to zero, whether immediately after its expansion or when it later loses a hild, it an
be deleted for good. This way, we only keep nodes in memory that have at least one
desendant urrently in the priority queue. Moreover, auxiliary data strutures for verties
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and oordinates are most eÆiently stored in tries (prex trees); they an be equipped with
referene ounters as well and be freed aordingly when no longer used by any edge.
The same omplexity as for Dijkstra's algorithm holds for dynami programming (DP);
it diers from the former one in that it sans the nodes in a xed order that is known
beforehand (hene, ontrary to the name the exploration sheme is atually stati). The
exat order of the san an vary (e.g., row-wise or olumn-wise), as long as it is ompatible
with the topologial ordering of the graph (e.g., for two sequenes that the ells left, top,
and diagonally top-left have been explored prior to a ell). One partiular suh ordering is
that of antidiagonals, diagonals running from upper-right to lower-left. The alulation of
the antidiagonal of a node merely amounts to summing up its k oordinates.
Hirshberg (1975) notied that in order to determine only the ost of the optimal align-
ment g

(t), it would not be neessary to store the whole matrix; instead, when proeeding
e.g. by rows it suÆes to keep trak of only k of them at a time, deleting eah row as soon
as the next one is ompleted. This redues the spae requirement by one dimension from
O(N
k
) to O(kN
k 1
). In order to reover the solution path at the end, re-omputation of
the lost ell values is needed. A Divide-and-onquer -strategy applies the algorithm twie
to half the grid eah, one in forward and one in bakward diretion, meeting at a xed
middle row. By adding the orresponding forward and bakward distanes in this middle
row and nding the minimum, one ell lying on an optimal path an be reovered. This
ell essentially splits the problem into two smaller subproblems, one from the upper left
orner to it, and the other one to the lower right orner; they an be reursively solved
using the same method. In two dimensions, the omputation time is at most doubled, and
the overhead redues even more in higher dimensions.
The FastLSA algorithm (Davidson, 2001) further renes Hirshberg's algorithm by ex-
ploiting additionally available memory to store more than one node on an optimal path,
thereby reduing the number of re-omputations.
3.2 Algorithms Utilizing Bounds
While Dijkstra's algorithm and dynami programming an be viewed as variants of breadth-
rst searh, we ahieve best rst searh if we expand nodes v in the order of an estimate
(lower bound) of the total ost of a path from s to the t passing through v. Rather than using
the g-value as in Dijkstra's algorithm, we use f(v) := g(v) + h(v) as the heap key, where
h(v) is a lower bound on the ost of an optimal path from v to t. If h is indeed admissible,
then the rst solution found is guaranteed to be optimal (Hart, Nilsson, & Raphael, 1968).
This is the lassial best-rst searh algorithm, the A

algorithm, well known in the artiial
intelligene ommunity. In this ontext, the priority queue maintaining the generated nodes
is often also alled the Open list, while the nodes that have already been expanded and
removed from it onstitute the Closed list. Fig. 4 shematially depits a snapshot during a
two-dimensional alignment problem, where all nodes with f -value no larger than the urrent
f
min
have been expanded. Sine the auray of the heuristi dereases with the distane to
the goal, the typial `onion-shaped' distribution results, with the bulk being loated loser
to the start node, and tapering out towards higher levels.
The A

algorithm an signiantly redue the total number of expanded and generated
nodes; therefore, in higher dimensions it is learly superior to dynami programming. How-
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Figure 4: Snapshot during best-rst searh in pairwise alignment (shematially).
ever, in ontrast to the Hirshberg algorithm, it still stores all of the explored nodes in the
Closed list. Apart from keeping trak of the solution path, this is neessary to prevent the
searh from \leaking bak", in the following sense.
A heuristi h is alled onsistent if h(x)  h(x
0
)+(x; x
0
), for any node x and its hild x
0
.
A onsistent heuristi ensures that (as in the ase of Dijkstra's algorithm) at the time a node
is expanded, its g-value is optimal, and hene it is never expanded again. However, if we try
to delete the Closed nodes, then there an be topologially smaller nodes in Open with a
higher f -value; when those are expanded at a later stage, they an lead to the re-generation
of the node at a non-optimal g-value, sine the rst instantiation is no longer available for
dupliate heking. In Fig. 4, nodes that might be subjet to spurious re-expansion are
marked \X".
Researhers have tried to avoid these leaks, while retaining the basi A

searh sheme.
Korf proposed to store a list of forbidden operators with eah node, or to plae the parents
of a deleted node on Open with f -value innity (Korf, 1999; Korf & Zhang, 2000). However,
as Zhou and Hansen (2003a) remark, it is hard to ombine this algorithm with tehniques
for redution of the Open list, and moreover the storage of operators lets the size of the
nodes grow exponentially with the number of sequenes. In their algorithm, they keep
trak of the kernel of the Closed list, whih is dened as the set of nodes that have only
Closed nodes as parents; otherwise a Closed node is said to be in the boundary. The key
idea is that only the boundary nodes have to be maintained, sine they shield the kernel
from re-expansions. Only when the algorithm gets lose to the memory limit nodes from
the kernel are deleted; the baktrak pointer of the hildren is hanged to the parents of
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the deleted nodes, whih beome relay nodes for them. For the nal reonstrution of the
optimal solution path, the algorithm is alled reursively for eah relay node to bridge the
gap of missing edges.
In addition to the Closed list, also the Open list an grow rapidly in sequene alignment
problems. Partiularly, sine in the original A

algorithm the expansion of a node generates
all of its hildren at one, those whose f -value is larger than the optimal ost g

(t) are kept
in the heap up to the end, and waste muh of the available spae.
If an upper bound U on the optimal solution ost g

(t) is known, then nodes v with
f(v) > U an be pruned right away; this idea is used in several artiles (Spouge, 1989; Gupta
et al., 1995). One of the most suessful approahes is Yoshizumi et al.'s (2000) Partial
Expansion A

(PEA

). Eah node stores an additional value F , whih is the minimum
f -value of all of its yet ungenerated hildren. In eah step, only a node with minimum
F -value is expanded, and only those hildren with f = F are generated. This algorithm
learly only generates nodes with f value no larger than the optimal ost, whih annot
be avoided altogether. However, the overhead in omputation time is onsiderable: in the
straightforward implementation, if we want to maintain nodes of onstant size, generating
one edge requires determining the f -values of all suessors, suh that for an interior node
whih eventually will be fully expanded the omputation time is of the order of the square
of the number of suessors, whih grows as O(2
k
) with the number of sequenes k. As a
remedy, in the paper it is proposed to relax the ondition by generating all hildren with
f  F + C, for some small C.
An alternative general searh strategy to A

that uses only linear spae is iterative
deepening A

(IDA

) (Korf, 1985). The basi algorithm onduts a depth-rst searh up to
a pre-determined threshold for the f -value. During the searh, it keeps trak of the smallest
f -value of a generated suessor that is larger than the threshold. If no solution is found,
this provides an inreased threshold to be used in the next searh iteration.
Wah and Shang (1995) suggested more liberal shemes for determining the next thresh-
old dynamially in order to minimize the number of reomputations. IDA

is most eÆient
in tree strutured searh spaes. However, it is diÆult to detet dupliate expansions with-
out additional memory; Therefore, unfortunately it is not appliable in lattie-strutured
graphs like in the sequene alignment problem due to the ombinatorially explosive number
of paths between any two given nodes.
A dierent line of researh tries to restrit the searh spae of the breadth-rst ap-
proahes by inorporating bounds. Ukkonen (1985) presented an algorithm for the pairwise
alignment problem whih is partiularly eÆient for similar sequenes; its omputation time
sales as O(dm), where d is the optimal solution ost. First onsider the problem of deiding
whether a solution exists whose ost is less than some upper threshold U . We an restrit
the evaluation of the DP matrix to a band of diagonals where the minimum number of
indels required to reah the diagonal, times the minimum indel ost, does not exeed U .
In general, starting with a minimum U value, we an suessively double G until the test
returns a solution; the inrease of omputation time due to the reomputations is then also
bounded by a fator of 2.
Another approah for multiple sequene alignment is to make use of the lower bounds h
from A

. The key idea is the following: Sine all nodes with an f -value lower than g

(t) have
to be expanded anyway in order to guarantee optimality, we might as well explore them in
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any reasonable order, like that of Dijkstra's algorithm or DP, if we only knew the optimal
ost. Even slightly higher upper bounds will still help pruning. Spouge (1989) proposed to
bound DP to verties v where g(v) + h(v) is smaller than an upper bound for g

(t).
Linear Bounded Diagonal Alignment (LBD-Align) (Davidson, 2001) uses an upper
bound in order to redue the omputation time and memory in solving a pairwise alignment
problem by dynami programming. The algorithm alulates the DP matrix one antidi-
agonal at a time, starting in the top left orner, and working down towards bottom-right.
While A

would have to hek the bound in every expansion, LBD-Align only heks the
top and bottom ell of eah diagonal. If e.g. the top ell of a diagonal has been pruned, all
the remaining ells in that row an be pruned as well, sine they are only reahable through
it; this means that the pruning frontier on the next row an be shifted down by one. Thus,
the pruning overhead an be redued from a quadrati to a linear amount in terms of the
sequene length.
3.3 Obtaining Heuristi Bounds
Up to now we have assumed lower and upper bounds, without speifying how to derive them.
Obtaining an inaurate upper bound on g

(t) is fairly easy, sine we an use the ost of any
valid path through the lattie. Better estimates are e.g. available from heuristi linear-time
alignment programs suh as FASTA and BLAST (Altshul, Gish, Miller, Myers, & Lipman,
1990), whih are a standard method for database searhes. Davidson (2001) employed a
loal beam searh sheme.
Guseld (1993) proposed an approximation alled the star-alignment. Out of all the
sequenes to be aligned, one onsensus sequene is hosen suh that the sum of its pairwise
alignment osts to the rest of the sequenes is minimal. Using this \best" sequene as
the enter, the other ones are aligned using the \one a gap, always a gap" rule. Guseld
showed that the ost of the optimal alignment is greater or equal to the ost of this star
alignment, divided by (2  2=k).
For use in heuristi estimates, lower bounds on the k-alignment are often based on
optimal alignments of subsets of m < k sequenes. In general, for a vertex v in k-spae, we
are looking for a lower bound for a path from v to the target orner t. Consider rst the
ase m = 2. The ost of suh a path is, by denition, the sum of its edge osts, where eah
edge ost in turn is the sum of all pairwise (replaement or gap) penalties. Eah multiple
sequene alignment indues a pairwise alignment for sequenes i and j, by simply opying
rows i and j and ignoring olumns with a \ " in both rows. These pairwise alignments an
be visualized as the projetion of an alignment onto its faes, f. Fig. 1.
By interhange of the summation order, the sum-of-pairs ost is the sum of all pairwise
alignment osts of the respetive paths projeted on a fae, eah of whih annot be smaller
than the optimal pairwise path ost. Thus, we an onstrut an admissible heuristi h
pair
by omputing, for eah pairwise alignment and for eah ell in a pairwise problem, the
heapest path ost to the goal node.
The optimal solutions to all pairwise alignment problems needed for the lower bound h
values are usually omputed prior to the main searh in a preproessing step (Ikeda & Imai,
1994). To this end, it suÆes to apply the ordinary DP proedure; however, sine this time
we are interested in the lowest ost of a path from v to t, it runs in bakward diretion,
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proeeding from the lower right orner to the upper left, expanding all possible parents of
a vertex in eah step.
Let U be an upper bound on the ost of an optimal multiple sequene alignment G.
The sum of all optimal alignment osts L
ij
= d(s
ij
; t
ij
) for pairwise subproblems i; j 2
f1; : : : ; kg; i < j, all it L, is a lower bound on G. Carrillo and Lipman (1988) pointed out
that by the additivity of the sum-of-pairs ost funtion, any pairwise alignment indued
by the optimal multiple sequene alignment an at most be Æ = U   L larger than the
respetive optimal pairwise alignment. This bound an be used to restrit the number of
values that have to be omputed in the preproessing stage and have to be stored for the
alulation of the heuristi: for the pair of sequenes i; j, only those nodes v are feasible
suh that a path from the start node s
i;j
to the goal node t
i;j
exists with total ost no more
than L
i;j
+ Æ. To optimize the storage requirements, we an ombine the results of two
searhes. First, a forward pass determines for eah relevant node v the minimum distane
d(s
ij
; v) from the start node. The subsequent bakward pass uses this distane like an 'exat
heuristi' and stores the distane d(v; t
ij
) from the target node only for those nodes with
d(s
ij
; v) + d(v; t
ij
)  d(s; t) + Æ
1
.
Still, for larger alignment problems the required storage size an be extensive. The
program MSA (Gupta et al., 1995) allows the user to adjust Æ to values below the Carrillo-
Lipman bound individually for eah pair of sequenes. This makes it possible to generate
at least heuristi alignments if time or memory doesn't allow for the omplete solution;
moreover, it an be reorded during the searh if the Æ-bound was atually reahed. In the
negative ase, optimality of the found solution is still guaranteed; otherwise, the user an
try to run the program again with slightly inreased bounds.
The general idea of preomputing simplied problems and storing the solutions for use as
a heuristi has been explored under the name of pattern databases (Culberson & Shaeer,
1998). However, these approahes impliitly assume that the omputational ost an be
amortized over many searh instanes to the same target. In ontrast, in the ase of MSA,
the heuristis are instane-spei, so that we have to strike a balane. We will disuss this
in greater depth in Se. 6.2.
4. Iterative-Deepening Dynami Programming
As we have seen, a xed searh order as in dynami programming an have several advan-
tages over pure best-rst seletion.
 Sine Closed nodes an never be reahed more than one during the searh, it is safe to
delete useless ones (those that are not part of any shortest path to the urrent Open
1. A slight tehnial ompliation arises for aÆne gap osts: reall that DP implementations usually harge
the gap opening penalty to the g-value of the edge e starting the gap, while the edge e
0
ending the gap
arries no extra penalty at all. However, sine the sum of pairs heuristis h is omputed in bakward
diretion, using the same algorithm we would assign the penalty for the same path instead to e
0
. This
means that the heuristi f = g + h would no longer be guaranteed to be a lower bound, sine it
ontains the penalty twie. As a remedy, it is neessary to make the omputation symmetri by harging
both the beginning and end of a gap with half the ost eah. The ase of the beginning and end of
the sequenes an be handled most onveniently by starting the searh from a \dummy" diagonal edge
(( 1; : : : ; 1); (0; : : : ; 0)), and dening the target edge to be the dummy diagonal edge ((N; : : : ; N); (N+
1; : : : ; N + 1)), similar to the arrows shown in Fig. 1.
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nodes) and to apply path ompression shemes, suh as the Hirshberg algorithm.
No sophistiated shemes for avoiding 'bak leaks' are required, suh as the above-
mentioned methods of ore set maintenane and dummy node insertion into Open.
 Besides the size of the Closed list, the memory requirement of the Open list is de-
termined by the maximum number of nodes that are open simultaneously at any
time while the algorithm is running. When the f -value is used as the key for the
priority queue, the Open list usually ontains all nodes with f -values in some range
(f
min
; f
min
+ Æ); this set of nodes is generally spread aross all over the searh spae,
sine g (and aordingly h = (f   g)) an vary arbitrarily between 0 and f
min
+ Æ. As
opposed to that, if DP proeeds along levels of antidiagonals or rows, at any iteration
at most k levels have to be maintained at the same time, and hene the size of the
Open list an be ontrolled more eetively. In Fig. 4, the pairwise alignment is par-
titioned into antidiagonals: the maximum number of open nodes in any two adjaent
levels is four, while the total amounts to seventeen
2
.
 For pratial purposes, the running time should not only be measured in terms of the
number of node expansions, but one should also take into aount the exeution time
needed for an expansion. By arranging the exploration order suh that edges with
the same head node (or more generally, those sharing a ommon oordinate prex)
are dealt with one after the other, muh of the omputation an be ahed, and edge
generation an be sped up signiantly. We will ome bak to this point in Se. 6.
The remaining issue of a stati exploration sheme onsists in adequately bounding the
searh spae using the h-values. A

is known to be minimal in terms of the number of node
expansions. If we knew the ost g

(t) of a heapest solution path beforehand, we ould
simply proeed level by level of the grid, however only immediately prune generated edges
e whenever f(e) > g

(t). This would ensure that we only generate those edges that would
have been generated by algorithm A

, as well. An upper threshold would additionally help
redue the size of the Closed list, sine a node an be pruned if all of its hildren lie beyond
the threshold; additionally, if this node is the only hild of its parent, this an give rise to
a propagating hain of anestor deletions.
We propose to apply a searh sheme that arries out a series of searhes with sues-
sively larger thresholds, until a solution is found (or we run out of memory or patiene).
The use of suh an upper bound parallels that in the IDA

algorithm.
The resulting algorithm, whih we will refer to as Iterative-Deepening Dynami Pro-
gramming (IDDP), is skethed in Fig. 5. The outer loop initializes the threshold with a
lower bound (e.g., h(s)), and, unless a solution is found, inreases it up to an upper bound.
In the same manner as in the IDA

algorithm, in order to make sure that at least one addi-
tional edge is explored in eah iteration the threshold has to be inreased orrespondingly
at least to the minimum ost of a fringe edge that exeeded the previous threshold. This
fringe inrement is maintained in the variable minNextThresh, initially estimated as the
upper bound, and repeatedly dereased in the ourse of the following expansions.
2. Contrary to what the gure might suggest, A

an open more than two nodes per level in pairwise
alignments, if the set of nodes no worse than some f
min
ontains \holes".
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proedure IDDP(Edge startEdge, Edge targetEdge, int lowerBound, int upperBound)
int thresh = lowerBound
fOuter loop: Iterative deepening phasesg
while (thresh  upperBound) do
Heap h = f(startEdge, 0)g
int minNextThresh = upperBound
fInner loop: Bounded dynami programmingg
while (not h.IsEmpty()) do
Edge e = h.DeleteMin() fFind and remove an edge with minimum levelg
if (e == targetEdge) then
fOptimal alignment foundg
return TraeBakPath(startEdge, targetEdge)
end if
Expand(e, thresh, minNextThresh)
end while
int threshInr = ComputeThreshInr() fCompute searh threshold for next iteration, see textg
thresh = max(thresh + threshInr, minNextThresh)
end while
print(\No alignment with ost at most upperBound found")
Figure 5: Algorithm Iterative-Deepening Dynami Programming.
In eah step of the inner loop, we selet and remove a node from the priority queue
whose level is minimal. As explained later in Se. 6, it is favorable to break ties aording
to the lexiographi order of target nodes. Sine the total number of possible levels is
omparatively small and known in advane, the priority queue an be implemented using
an array of linked lists (Dial, 1969); this provides onstant time operations for insertion and
deletion.
The expansion of an edge e is partial (Fig. 6). A hild edge might already exist from an
earlier expansion of an edge with the same head vertex; we have to test if we an derease
the g-value. Otherwise, we generate a new edge, if only temporarily for the sake of alulat-
ing its f -value; that is, if its f -value exeeds the searh threshold of the urrent iteration,
its memory is immediately relaimed. Moreover, in this ase the fringe threshold minNext-
Thresh is updated. In a pratial implementation, we an prune unneessary aesses to
partial alignments inside the alulation of the heuristi e.GetH() as soon as as the searh
threshold has already been reahed.
The relaxation of a hild edge within the threshold is performed by the subproedure
UpdateEdge (f. Fig. 7). This is similar to the orresponding relaxation step in A

, updating
the hild's g- and f values, its parent pointers, and inserting it into Open, if not already
ontained. However, in ontrast to best-rst searh, it is inserted into the heap aording to
the antidiagonal level of its head vertex. Note that in the event that the former parent loses
its last hild, propagation of deletions (Fig. 8) an ensure that only those Closed nodes
ontinue to be stored that belong to some solution path. Edge deletions an also ensue
deletion of dependent vertex and oordinate data strutures (not shown in the pseudoode).
The other situation that gives rise to deletions is if immediately after the expansion of a
node no hildren are pointing bak to it (the hildren might either be reahable more heaply
from dierent nodes, or their f -value might exeed the threshold).
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proedure Expand(Edge e, int thresh, int minNextThresh)
for all Edge hild 2 Su(e) do
fRetrieve hild or tentatively generate it if not yet existing, set boolean variable `reated'
aordinglyg
int newG = e.GetG() + GapCost(e, hild)
+ hild.GetCost()
int newF = newG + hild.GetH()
if (newF  thresh and newG < hild.GetG()) then
fShorter path than urrent best found, estimate within thresholdg
hild.SetG(newG)
UpdateEdge(e, hild, h) fUpdate searh struturesg
else if (newF > thresh) then
minNextThresh =
min(minNextThresh, newF)
fReord minimum of pruned edgesg
if (reated) then
Delete(hild) fMake sure only promising edges are storedg
end if
end if
end for
if (e.ref == 0) then
DeleteRe(e) fNo promising hildren ould be inserted into the heapg
end if
Figure 6: Edge expansion in IDDP.
proedure UpdateEdge(Edge parent, Edge hild, Heap h)
parent.ref++
hild.GetBaktrak().ref  
if (hild.GetBaktrak().ref == 0) then
DeleteRe(hild.GetBaktrak()) fThe former parent has lost its last hild and beomes uselessg
end if
hild.SetBaktrak(parent)
if (not h.Contains(hild)) then
h.Insert(hild, hild.GetHead().GetLevel())
end if
Figure 7: Edge relaxation in IDDP.
The orretness of the algorithm an be shown analogously to the soundness proof of A

.
If the threshold is smaller than g

(t), the DP searh will terminate without enountering
a solution; otherwise, only nodes are pruned that annot be part of an optimal path. The
invariant holds that there is always a node in eah level whih lies on an optimal path and
is in the Open list. Therefore, if the algorithm terminates only when the heap runs empty,
the best found solution will indeed be optimal.
The iterative deepening strategy results in an overhead omputation time due to re-
expansions, and we are trying to restrit this overhead as muh as possible. More preisely,
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proedure DeleteRe(Edge e)
if (e.GetBaktrak() 6= nil) then
e.GetBaktrak().ref  
if (e.GetBaktrak().ref == 0) then
DeleteRe(e.GetBaktrak())
end if
end if
Delete(e)
Figure 8: Reursive deletion of edges that are no longer part of any solution path.
proedure TraeBak(Edge startEdge, Edge e)
if (e == startEdge) then
return fEnd of reursiong
end if
if (e.GetBakTrak().GetTarget() 6= e.GetSoure()) then
fRelay node: reursive path reonstrutiong
IDDP( e.GetBakTrak(), e, e.GetF(), e.GetF())
end if
OutputEdge(e)
TraeBak(startEdge, e.GetBakTrak())
Figure 9: Divide-and-Conquer solution reonstrution in reverse order.
we want to minimize the ratio
 =
n
IDDP
n
A

;
where n
IDDP
and n
A

denote the number of expansions in IDDP and A

, respetively. One
way to do so (Wah & Shang, 1995) is to hoose a threshold sequene 
1
; 
2
; : : : suh that
the number of expansions n
i
in stage i satises
n
i
= rn
i 1
;
for some xed ratio r. If we hoose r too small, the number of re-expansions and hene
the omputation time will grow rapidly, if we hoose it too big, then the threshold of the
last iteration an exeed the optimal solution ost signiantly, and we will explore many
irrelevant edges. Suppose that n
0
r
p
< n
A

 n
0
r
p+1
. Then the algorithm performs p + 1
iterations. In the worst ase, the overshoot will be maximal if A

nds the optimal solution
just above the previous threshold, n
A

= n
0
r
p
+ 1. The total number of expansions is
n
0
P
p+1
i=0
r
i
= n
0
r(r
p+1
 1)
r 1
, and the ratio  beomes approximately
r
2
r 1
. By setting the
derivative of this expression to zero, we nd that the optimal value for r is 2; the number
of expansions should double from one searh stage to the next. If we ahieve doubling, we
will expand at most four times as many nodes as A

.
Like in Wah and Shang's (1995) sheme, we dynamially adjust the threshold using run-
time information. Proedure ComputeThreshInr stores the sequene of expansion numbers
and thresholds from the previous searh stages, and then uses urve tting for extrapolation
(in the rst few iterations without suÆient data available, a very small default threshold
is applied). We found that the distribution of nodes n() with f -value smaller or equal to
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threshold  an be modeled very aurately aording to the exponential approah
n() = A  B

:
Consequently, in order to attempt to double the number of expansions, we hoose the next
threshold aording to

i+1
= 
i
+
1
log
2
B
:
5. Sparse Representation of Solution Paths
When the searh progresses along antidiagonals, we do not have to fear bak leaks, and
are free to prune Closed nodes. Similarly as in Zhou and Hansen's (2003a) work, however,
we only want to delete them lazily and inrementally when being fored by the algorithm
approahing the omputer's memory limit.
When deleting an edge e, the baktrak-pointers of its hild edges that refer to it are
redireted to the respetive predeessor of e, whose referene ount is inreased aordingly.
In the resulting sparse solution path representation, baktrak pointers an point to any
optimal anestors.
After termination of the main searh, we trae bak the pointers starting with the goal
edge; this is outlined in Proedure TraeBak (Fig. 9), whih prints out the solution path
in reverse order. Whenever an edge e points bak to an anestor e
0
whih is not its diret
parent, we apply an auxiliary searh from start edge e
0
to goal edge e in order to reonstrut
the missing links of the optimal solution path. The searh threshold an now be xed at the
known solution ost; moreover, the auxiliary searh an prune those edges that annot be
anestors of e beause they have some oordinate greater than the orresponding oordinate
in e. Sine also the shortest distane between e and e
0
is known, we an stop at the rst path
that is found at this ost. To improve the eÆieny of the auxiliary searh even further,
the heuristi ould be reomputed to suit the new target. Therefore, the ost of restoring
the solution path is usually marginal ompared to that of the main searh.
Whih edges are we going to prune, in whih order? For simpliity, assume for the
moment that the Closed list onsists of a single solution path. Aording to the Hirshberg
approah, we would keep only one edge, preferably lying near the enter of the searh
spae (e.g., on the longest anti-diagonal), in order to minimize the omplexity of the two
auxiliary searhes. With additional available spae allowing to store three relay edges, we
would divide the searh spae into four subspaes of about equal size (e.g., additionally
storing the antidiagonals half-way between the middle antidiagonal and the start node resp.
the target node). By extension, in order to inrementally save spae under diminishing
resoures we would rst keep only every other level, then every fourth, and so on, until only
the start edge, the target edge, and one edge half-way on the path would be left.
Sine in general the Closed list ontains multiple solution paths (more preisely, a tree
of solution paths), we would like to have about the same density of relay edges on eah of
them. For the ase of k sequenes, an edge reahing level l with its head node an originate
with its tail node from level l   1; : : : ; l   k. Thus, not every solution path passes through
eah level, and deleting every other level ould result in leaving one path ompletely intat,
while extinguishing another totally. Thus, it is better to onsider ontiguous bands of k
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proedure SparsifyClosed()
for (int sparse = 1 to blog
2
N) do
while (UsedMemory() > maxMemory and exists fEdge e 2 Open j e.GetLastSparse() <
sparseg) do
Edge pred = e.GetBaktrak()
fTrae bak solution pathg
while (pred 6= nil and e.GetLastSparse() < sparse) do
e.SetLastSparse(sparse) fMark to avoid repeated trae-bakg
if (bpred.GetHead().GetLevel() / k mod 2
sparse
6= 0) then
fpred lies in prunable band: rediret pointerg
e.SetBaktrak(pred.GetBaktrak())
e.GetBaktrak().ref++
pred.ref  
if (pred.ref == 0) then
fe is the last remaining edge referring to predg
DeleteRe(pred)
end if
else
fNot in prunable band: ontinue traversalg
e = e.GetBaktrak()
end if
pred = e.GetBaktrak()
end while
end while
end for
Figure 10: Sparsiation of Closed list under restrited memory.
levels eah, instead of individual levels. Bands of this size annot be skipped by any path.
The total number of antidiagonals in an alignment problem of k sequenes of length N is
k N   1; thus, we an derease the density in blog
2
N steps.
A tehnial implementation issue onerns the ability to enumerate all edges that ref-
erene some given prunable edge, without expliitly storing them in a list. However, the
referene ounting method desribed above ensures that any Closed edge an be reahed by
following a path bottom-up from some edge in Open. The proedure is skethed in Fig. 10.
The variable sparse denotes the interval between level bands that are to be maintained in
memory. In the inner loop, all paths to Open nodes are traversed in bakward diretion;
for eah edge e
0
that falls into a prunable band, the pointer of the suessor e on the path
is redireted to its respetive baktrak pointer. If e was the last edge referening e
0
, the
latter one is deleted, and the path traversal ontinues up to the start edge. When all Open
nodes have been visited and the memory bound is still exeeded, the outer loop tries to
double the number of prunable bands by inreasing sparse.
Proedure SparsifyClosed is alled regularly during the searh, e.g., after eah expansion.
However, a naive version as desribed above would inur a huge overhead in omputation
time, partiularly when the algorithm's memory onsumption is lose to the limit. There-
fore, some optimizations are neessary. First, we avoid traing bak the same solution path
at the same (or lower) sparse interval by reording for eah edge the interval when it was
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traversed the last time (initially zero); only for an inreased variable sparse there an be
anything left for further pruning. In the worst ase, eah edge will be inspeted blog
2
N
times. Seondly, it would be very ineÆient to atually inspet eah Open node in the inner
loop, just to nd that its solution path has been traversed previously, at the same or higher
sparse value; however, with an appropriate bookkeeping strategy it is possible to redue the
time for this searh overhead to O(k).
6. Use of Improved Heuristis
As we have seen, the estimator h
pair
, the sum of optimal pairwise goal distanes, gives
a lower bound on the atual path length. However, more powerful heuristis are also
oneivable. While their omputation will require more resoures, the trade-o an prove
itself worthwhile; the tighter the estimator is, the smaller is the spae that the main searh
needs to explore.
6.1 Beyond Pairwise Alignments
Kobayashi and Imai (1998) suggested to generalize h
pair
by onsidering optimal solutions
for subproblems of size m > 2. They proved that the following heuristis are admissible
and more informed than the pairwise estimate.
 h
all;m
is the sum of all m-dimensional optimal osts, divided by
 
k 2
m 2

.
 h
one;m
splits the sequenes into two sets of sizes m and k m; the heuristi is the sum
of the optimal ost of the rst subset, plus that of the seond one, plus the sum of all
2-dimensional optimal osts of all pairs of sequenes in dierent subsets. Usually, m
is hosen lose to k=2.
These improved heuristis an redue the main searh eort by orders of magnitudes.
However, in ontrast to pairwise sub-alignments, time and spae resoures devoted to om-
pute and store higher-dimensional heuristis are in general no longer negligible ompared
to the main searh. Kobayashi and Imai (1998) notied that even for the ase m = 3 of
triples of sequenes, it an be impratial to ompute the entire subheuristi h
all;m
. As one
redution, they show that it suÆes to restrit oneself to nodes where the path ost does
not exeed the optimal path ost of the subproblem by more than
Æ =
 
k   2
m  2
!
U  
X
i
1
;:::;i
m
d(s
i
1
;:::;i
m
; t
i
1
;:::;i
m
);
this threshold an be seen as a generalization of the Carrillo-Lipman bound. However,
it an still inur exessive overhead in spae and omputation time for the omputation of
the
 
k
m

lower-dimensional subproblems. A drawbak is that it requires an upper bound
U , on whose auray also the algorithm's eÆieny hinges. We ould improve this bound
by applying more sophistiated heuristi methods, but it seems ounterintuitive to spend
more time doing so whih we would rather use to alulate the exat solution. In spite of
its advantages for the main searh, the expensiveness of the heuristi alulation appears
as a major obstale.
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MNaughton, Lu, Shaeer, and Szafron (2002) suggested to partition the heuristi
into (hyper-) ubes using a hierarhial ot-tree data struture; in ontrast to \full" ells,
\empty" ells only retain the values at their surfae. When the main searh tries to use one
of them, its interior values are reomputed on demand. Still, this work assumes that eah
node in the entire heuristi is alulated at least one using dynami programming.
We see one ause of the dilemma in the impliit assumption that a omplete omputation
is neessary. The bound Æ above refers to the worst-ase, and an generally inlude many
more nodes than atually required in the main searh. However, sine we are only dealing
with the heuristi, we an atually aord to miss some values oasionally; while this might
slow down the main searh, it annot ompromise the optimality of the nal solution.
Therefore, we propose to generate the heuristis with a muh smaller bound Æ. Whenever
the attempt to retrieve a value of the m-dimensional subheuristi fails during the main
searh, we simply revert to replaing it by the sum of the
 
m
2

optimal pairwise goal distanes
it overs.
We believe that the IDDP algorithm lends itself well to make produtive use of higher-
dimensional heuristis. Firstly and most importantly, the strategy of searhing to adaptively
inreasing thresholds an be transferred to the Æ-bound as well; this will be addressed in
more detail in the next setion.
Seondly, as far as a pratial implementation is onerned, it is important to take into
aount not only how a higher-dimensional heuristi aets the number of node expansions,
but also their time omplexity. This time is dominated by the number of aesses to sub-
alignments. With k sequenes, in the worst ase an edge has 2
k
  1 suessors, leading to
a total of
(2
k
  1)
 
k
m
!
evaluations for h
all;m
. One possible improvement is to enumerate all edges emerging from a
given vertex in lexiographi order, and to store partial sums of heuristis of prex subsets
of sequenes for later re-use. In this way, if we allow for a ahe of linear size, the number
of aesses is redued to
i=k
X
i=m
2
i
 
i  1
m  1
!
;
orrespondingly, for a quadrati ahe we only need
i=k
X
i=m
2
i
 
i  2
m  2
!
evaluations. For instane, in aligning 12 sequenes using h
all;3
, a linear ahe redues the
evaluations to about 37 perent within one expansion.
As mentioned above, in ontrast to A

, IDDP gives us the freedom to hoose any
partiular expansion order of the edges within a given level. Therefore, when we sort edges
lexiographially aording to the target nodes, muh of the ahed prex information an
be shared additionally aross onseutively expanded edges. The higher the dimension of
the subalignments, the larger are the savings. In our experiments, we experiened speedups
of up to eighty perent in the heuristi evaluation.
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Figure 11: Trade-o between heuristi and main searh: Exeution times for problem 1tvxA
as a funtion of heuristi miss ratio.
6.2 Trade-O between Computation of Heuristi and Main Searh
As we have seen, we an ontrol the size of the preomputed sub-alignments by hoosing
the bound Æ up to whih f -values of edges are generated beyond the respetive optimal
solution ost. There is obviously a trade-o between the auxiliary and main searhes. It
is instrutive to onsider the heuristi miss ratio r, i.e., the fration of alulations of
the heuristi h during the main searh when a requested entry in a partial MSA has not
been preomputed. The optimum for the main searh is ahieved if the heuristi has been
omputed for every requested edge (r = 0). Going beyond that point will generate an
unneessarily large heuristi ontaining many entries that will never be atually used. On
the other hand, we are free to alloate less eort to the heuristi, resulting in r > 0 and
onsequently dereasing performane of the main searh. Generally, the dependene has
an S-shaped form, as exemplied in Fig. 11 for the ase of problem 1tvxA of BAliBASE
(f. next setion). Here, the exeution time of one iteration of the main searh at a xed
threshold of 45 above the lower bound is shown, whih inludes the optimal solution.
Fig. 11 illustrates the overall time trade-o between auxiliary and main searh, if we x
Æ at dierent levels. The minimum total exeution time, whih is the sum of auxiliary and
main searh, is attained at about r = 0:15 (5.86 seonds). The plot for the orresponding
memory usage trade-o has a very similar shape.
Unfortunately, in general we do not know in advane the right amount of auxiliary searh.
As mentioned above, hoosing Æ aording to the Carrillo-Lipman bound will ensure that
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Figure 12: Time of the last iteration in the main searh for problem 1tvxA as a funtion of
heuristi miss ratio.
every requested sub-alignment ost will have been preomputed; however, in general we will
onsiderably overestimate the neessary size of the heuristi.
As a remedy, our algorithm IDDP gives us the opportunity to reompute the heuristi in
eah threshold iteration in the main searh. In this way, we an adaptively strike a balane
between the two.
When the urrently experiened miss rate r rises above some threshold, we an suspend
the urrent searh, reompute the pairwise alignments with an inreased threshold Æ, and
resume the main searh with the improved heuristis.
Like for the main searh, we an aurately predit the auxiliary omputation time
and spae at threshold Æ using exponential tting. Due to the lower dimensionality, it
will generally inrease less steeply; however, the onstant fator might be higher for the
heuristi, due to the ombinatorial number of
 
k
m

alignment problems to be solved.
A doubling sheme as explained above an bound the overhead to within a onstant
fator of the eort in the last iteration. In this way, when also limiting the heuristi
omputation time by a xed fration of the main searh, we an ensure as an expeted
upper bound that the overall exeution time stays within a onstant fator of the searh
time that would be required using only the pairwise heuristi.
If we knew the exat relation between Æ, r, and the speedup of the main searh, an ideal
strategy would double the heuristi whenever the expeted omputation time is smaller than
the time saved in the main searh. However, as illustrated in Fig. 12, this dependene is
more omplex than simple exponential growth, it varies with the searh depth and speis
of the problem. Either we would need a more elaborate model of the searh spae, or the
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algorithm would have to ondut exploratory searhes in order to estimate the relation.
We leave this issue to future work, and restrit ourselves here to a simplied, onservative
heuristi: We hypothesize that the main searh an be made twie as fast by a heuristi
doubling if the miss rate r rises above 25 perent; in our experiments, we found that this
assumption is almost always true. In this event, sine the eetive branhing fator of the
main searh is redued by the improved heuristi, we also ignore the history of main searh
times in the exponential extrapolation proedure for subsequent iterations.
7. Experimental Results
In the following, we ompare IDDP to one of the urrently most suessful approahes,
Partial Expansion A

. We empirially explore the benet of higher-dimensional heuristis;
nally, we show its feasibility by means of the benhmark database BAliBASE .
7.1 Comparison to Partial Expansion A

For the rst series of evaluations, we ran IDDP on the same set of sequenes as hosen by
Yoshizumi et al. (2000) (elongation fators EF-TU and EF-1 from various speies, with a
high degree of similarity). As in this work, substitution osts were hosen aording to the
PAM-250 matrix. The applied heuristi was the sum of optimal pairwise goal distanes. The
expansion numbers do not ompletely math with their results, however, sine we applied
the biologially more realisti aÆne gap osts: gaps of length x were harged 8+8 x, exept
at the beginning and end of a sequene, where the penalty was 8  x.
All of the following experiments were run under RedHat Linux 7.3 on an Intel Xeon
TM
CPU with 3.06 GHz, and main memory of 2 Gigabytes; we used the g 2.96 ompiler.
The total spae onsumption of a searh algorithm is determined by the peak number of
Open and Closed edges over the entire running time. Table 1 and Fig. 13 give these values
for the series of suessively larger sets of input sequenes (with the sequenes numbered as
dened in Yoshizumi et al., 2000) 1  4, 1  5, : : :, 1  12.
With our implementation, the basi A

algorithm ould be arried out only up to 9
sequenes, before exhausting our omputer's main memory.
Conrming the results of Yoshizumi et al. (2000), Partial Expansion requires only about
one perent of this spae. Interestingly, during the iteration with the peak in total numbers
of nodes held in memory, no nodes are atually losed exept in problem 6. This might
be explained with the high degree of similarity between sequenes in this example. Reall
that PEA

only loses a node if all of its suessors have an f -value of no more than the
optimal solution ost; if the span to the lower bound is small, eah node an have at least
one \bad" suessor that exeeds this dierene.
IDDP redues the memory requirements further by a fator of about 6. The diagram
also shows the maximum size of the Open list alone. For few sequenes, the dierene
between the two is dominated by the linear length to store the solution path. As the
problem size inreases, however, the proportion of the Closed list of the total memory drops
to about only 12 perent for 12 sequenes. The total number of expansions (inluding all
searh stages) is slightly higher than in PEA

; however, due to optimizations made possible
by the ontrol of the expansion order, the exeution time at 12 sequenes is redued by
about a third.
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Num Time Max Max
Exp [se℄ Open Open +
Closed
A

4 626 0.01 7805 8432
5 1599 0.05 32178 33778
6 3267 0.25 124541 127809
7 10781 1.94 666098 676880
8 116261 49.32 9314734 9430996
9 246955 318.58 35869671 36116627
PEA

3 448 0.01 442 442
4 716 0.01 626 626
5 2610 0.05 1598 1598
6 6304 0.33 3328 3331
7 23270 2.63 10874 10874
8 330946 87.24 118277 118277
9 780399 457.98 249279 249279
10 5453418 7203.17 1569815 1569815
11 20887627 62173.78 5620926 5620926
12 36078736 237640.14 9265949 9265949
IDDP
3 496 0.01 4 434
4 1367 0.02 9 443
5 6776 0.14 171 501
6 12770 0.59 414 972
7 26026 2.46 889 1749
8 362779 73.62 13620 19512
9 570898 250.48 21506 30009
10 4419297 4101.96 160240 192395
11 21774869 43708.14 860880 997163
12 36202456 158987.80 1417151 1616480
Table 1: Algorithm omparison for varying number of input sequenes (elongation fators
EF-TU and EF-1).
Sine PEA

does not prune edges, its maximum spae usage is always the total number
of edges with f -value smaller than g

(t) (all these edges the relevant edges, sine they have
to be inspeted by eah admissible algorithm). In IDDP, on the other hand, the Open list
an only omprise k adjaent levels out of those edges (not ounting the possible threshold
overshoot, whih would ontribute a fator of at most 2). Thus, the improvement of IDDP
over PEA

will tend to inrease with the overall number of levels (whih is the sum of
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Figure 13: Memory requirements for A

, IDDP, and PEA

(elongation fators EF-TU and
EF-1).
all string lengths), divided by the number of sequenes; in other words, with the average
sequene length.
Moreover, the ratio depends on how well the heuristi suits the partiular problem.
Fig. 14 shows the distribution of all edges with f value smaller or equal to g

(t), for the
ase of 9 of the example sequenes. This problem is quite extreme as the bulk of these edges
is onentrated in a small level band between 1050 and 1150. As an example with a more
even distribution, Fig. 15 depits the situation for problem 1pt from Referene 1 in the
benhmark set BAliBASE (Thompson et al., 1999) with heuristi h
all;3
. In this ase, the
proportion of the overall 19492675 relevant edges that are maximal among all 4 adjaent
levels amounts to only 0.2 perent. The maximum Open size in IDDP is 7196, while the
total number of edges generated by PEA

is 327259, an improvement by about a fator of
45.
7.2 Multidimensional Heuristis
On the same set of sequenes, we ompared dierent improved heuristis in order to get an
impression for their respetive potential. Speially, we ran IDDP with heuristis h
pair
,
h
all;3
, h
all;4
, and h
one;k=2
at various thresholds Æ. Fig. 16 shows the total exeution time
for omputing the heuristis, and performing the main searh. In eah ase, we manually
seleted a value for Æ whih minimized this time. It an be seen that the times for h
one;k=2
lie only a little bit below h
pair
; For few sequenes (less than six), the omputation of the
heuristis h
all;3
and h
all;4
dominates their overall time. With inreasing dimensions, how-
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Figure 14: Distribution of relevant edges over levels (elongation fators EF-TU and EF-1);
ompare to the shemati projetion in Fig. 4.
ever, this investment starts to yield growing returns, with h
all;3
being the fastest algorithm,
requiring only 5 perent of the time of h
pair
at 12 sequenes.
As far as memory is onerned, Fig. 17 reveals that the maximum size of the Open and
Closed list, for the hosen Æ values, is very similar for h
pair
and h
one;k=2
on the one hand,
and h
all;3
and h
all;4
on the other hand.
At 12 sequenes, h
one;6
saves only about 60 perent of edges, while h
all;3
only needs 2.6
perent and h
all;4
only 0.4 perent of the spae required by the pairwise heuristi. Using
IDDP, we never ran out of main memory; even larger test sets ould be aligned, the range
of the shown diagrams was limited by our patiene to wait for the results for more than two
days.
Based on the experiened burden of omputing the heuristi, Kobayashi and Imai (1998)
onluded that h
one;m
should be preferred to h
all;m
. We do not quite agree with this judg-
ment. We see that the heuristi h
all;m
is able to redue the searh spae of the main searh
onsiderably stronger than h
one;m
, so that it an be more beneial with an appropriate
amount of heuristi omputation.
7.3 The Benhmark Database BAliBASE
BAliBASE (Thompson et al., 1999) is a widely used database of manually-rened multiple
sequene alignments speially designed for the evaluation and omparison of multiple se-
quene alignment programs. The alignments are lassied into 8 referene sets. Referene 1
ontains alignments of up to six about equidistant sequenes. All the sequenes are of sim-
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Figure 15: Distribution of relevant edges over levels, problem 1pt from BAliBASE .
ilar length; they are grouped into 9 lasses, indexed by sequene length and the perentage
of idential amino aids in the same olumns. Note that many of these problems are in-
deed muh harder than the elongation fator examples from the previous setion; despite
onsisting of fewer sequenes, their dissimilarities are muh more pronouned.
We applied our algorithm to Referene 1, with substitution osts aording to the PET91
matrix (Jones et al., 1992) and aÆne gap osts of 9x+8, exept for leading and trailing gaps,
where no gap opening penalty was harged. For all instanes, we preomputed the pairwise
sub-alignments up to a xed bound of 300 above the optimal solution; the optimal solution
was found within this bound in all ases, and the eort is generally marginal ompared to
the overall omputation. For all problems involving more than three sequenes, the heuristi
h
all;3
was applied.
Out of the 82 alignment problems in Referene 1, our algorithm ould solve all but 2
problems (namely, 1pamA and gal4 ) on our omputer. Detailed results are listed in Tables 2
through 10.
Thompson, Plewniak, and Poh (1999) ompared a number of widely used heuristi
alignment tools using the so-alled SP-sore; their software alulates the perentage of
orretly aligned pairs within the biologially signiant motifs. They found that all pro-
grams perform about equally well for the sequenes with medium and high amino aid
identity; dierenes only ourred for the ase of the more distant sequenes with less
than 25 perent identity, the so-alled \twilight zone". Partiularly hallenging was the
group of short sequenes. In this subgroup, the three highest soring programs are PRRP,
CLUSTALX, and SAGA, with respetive median sores of 0.560, 0.687, and 0.529. The
medium sore for the alignments found in our experiments amounts to 0.558; hene, it is
about as good as PRRP, and only beaten by CLUSTALX. While we foused in our exper-
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Figure 16: Comparison of exeution times (inluding alulation of heuristis), elongation
fators EF-TU and EF-1.
iments on algorithmi feasibility rather than on solution quality, it would be worthwhile
to attempt to improve the alignments found by these program using their more rened
penalty funtions. CLUSTALX, for example, uses dierent PAM matries depending on
the evolutionary distane of sequenes; moreover, it assigns weights to sequenes (based on
a phylogeneti tree), and gap penalties are made position-spei. All of these improve-
ments an be easily integrated into the basi sum-of-pairs ost funtion, so that we ould
attempt to ompute an optimal alignment with respet to these metris. We leave this line
of researh for future work.
Fig. 18 shows the maximum number of edges that have to be stored in Open during the
searh, in dependene of the searh threshold in the nal iteration. For better omparability,
we only inluded those problems in the diagram that onsist of 5 sequenes. The logarithmi
sale emphasizes that the growth ts an exponential urve quite well. Roughly speaking, an
inrease of the ost threshold by 50 leads to a ten-fold inrease in the spae requirements.
This relation is similarly appliable to the number of expansions (Fig. 19).
Fig. 20 depits the proportion between the maximum Open list size and the ombined
maximum size of Open and Closed. It is learly visible that due to the pruning of edges
outside of possible solution paths, the Closed list ontributes less and less to the overall
spae requirements the more diÆult the problems beome.
Finally, we estimate the redution in the size of the Open list ompared to all relevant
edges by the ratio of the maximum Open size in the last iteration of IDDP to the total
number of expansions in this stage, whih is equal to the number of edges with f -value
less or equal to the threshold. Considering possible overshoot of IDDP, algorithm PEA

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erent heuristis (elongation
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Figure 18: Maximum size ofOpen list, dependent on the nal searh threshold (BAliBASE).
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nal searh iteration (BAliBASE).
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Figure 21: Perentage of redution in Open size (BAliBASE).
would expand at least half of these nodes. The proportion ranges between 0.5 to 5 perent
(f. Fig. 21). Its onsiderable satter indiates the dependene on individual problem prop-
erties; however, a slight average derease an be notied for the more diÆult problems.
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8. Conlusion and Disussion
We have presented a new searh algorithm for optimal multiple sequene alignment that
ombines the eetive use of a heuristi bound as in best-rst searh with the ability of the
dynami programming approah to redue the maximum size of the Open and Closed lists
by up to one order of magnitude of the sequene length. The algorithm performs a series
of searhes with suessively inreasing bounds that explore the searh spae in DP order;
the thresholds are hosen adaptively so that the expeted overhead in reomputations is
bounded by a onstant fator.
We have demonstrated that the algorithm an outperform one of the urrently most
suessful algorithms for optimal multiple sequene alignments, Partial Expansion A

, both
in terms of omputation time and memory onsumption. Moreover, the iterative-deepening
strategy alleviates the use of partially omputed higher-dimensional heuristis. To the best
of our knowledge, the algorithm is the rst one that is able to solve standard benhmark
alignment problems in BAliBASE with a biologially realisti ost funtion inluding aÆne
gap osts without end gap penalties. The quality of the alignment is in the range of the
best heuristi programs; while we have onentrated on algorithmi feasibility, we deem it
worthwhile to inorporate their rened ost metris for better results; we will study this
question in future work.
Reently, we learned about related approahes developed simultaneously and indepen-
dently by Zhou and Hansen (2003b, 2004). SweepA

explores a searh graph aording
to layers in a partial order, but still uses the f -value for seleting nodes within one layer.
Breadth-First Heuristi Searh impliitly denes the layers in a graph with uniform osts
aording to the breadth-rst traversal. Both algorithms inorporate upper bounds on the
optimal solution ost for pruning; however, the idea of adaptive threshold determination to
limit re-expansion overhead to a onstant fator is not desribed. Moreover, they do not
onsider the exible use of additional memory to minimize the divide-and-onquer solution
reonstrution phase.
Although we desribed our algorithm entirely within the framework of the MSA problem,
it is straightforward to transfer it to any domain in whih the state spae graph is direted
and ayli. Natural andidates inlude appliations where suh an ordering is imposed by
time or spae oordinates, e.g., nding the most likely path in a Markov model.
Two of the BAliBASE benhmark problems ould still not be solved by our algorithm
within the omputer's main memory limit. Future work will inlude the integration of
tehniques exploiting seondary memory. We expet that the level-wise exploration sheme
of our algorithm lends itself naturally to external searh algorithms, another urrently very
ative researh topi in Artiial Intelligene and theoretial omputer siene.
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Appendix A
Table 2: Results for BAliBASE Referene 1, group of short sequenes with low amino aid
identity. The olumns denote: S | number of aligned sequenes; Æ | upper
bound for preomputing optimal solutions for partial problems in last iteration of
main searh; g

(t) | optimal solution ost; h(s) | lower bound for solution ost,
using heuristis; #Exp | total number of expansions in all iterations of the main
searh; #Op | peak number of edges in Open list over the ourse of the searh;
#Op+Cl | peak ombined number of edges in either Open or Closed list during
searh; #Heu | peak number of sub|alignment edge osts stored as heuristi;
Time: total running time inluding auxiliary and main searh, in seonds; Mem
| peak total memory usage for fae alignments, heuristi, and main searh, in
KB.
S Æ g

(t) h(s) #Exp #Op #Op+Cl #Heu Time Mem
1aboA 5 57 9006 8898 3413786 104613 176126 1654547 331.029 15568
1idy 5 50 8165 8075 1732008 74865 121404 970933 167.867 10893
1r69 4 20 6215 6183 634844 19938 41719 88802 22.517 3568
1tvxA 4 44 5532 5488 1263849 24226 48633 476622 52.860 5278
1ubi 4 30 7395 7357 1614286 26315 54059 289599 62.133 5448
1wit 5 69 14287 14176 6231378 209061 351582 2442098 578.907 27273
2trx 4 20 7918 7899 63692 3502 5790 127490 4.572 1861
Table 3: Short sequenes, medium similarity.
S Æ g

(t) h(s) #Exp #Op #Op+Cl #Heu Time Mem
1aab 4 20 6002 5984 263 12 83 4404 0.572 691
1fjlA 6 20 13673 13625 900 106 155 19573 0.985 1589
1hfh 5 30 16556 16504 137914 4852 8465 70471 14.077 2882
1hpi 4 20 5858 5835 1560 83 164 5269 0.679 656
1sy 5 30 14077 14026 52718 3872 5613 56191 6.165 2252
1pf 5 30 15341 15277 118543 6477 8905 55887 11.850 2478
1tgxA 4 20 4891 4856 18987 543 1080 5507 1.196 649
1y 4 20 8926 8903 54049 1118 2010 77156 3.780 1644
3yr 4 48 8480 8431 583260 13422 25806 193690 22.592 3076
451 5 49 11440 11333 1213162 38004 54115 583363 111.675 6529
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Table 4: Short sequenes, high similarity.
S Æ g

(t) h(s) #Exp #Op #Op+Cl #Heu Time Mem
1aho 5 20 8251 8187 30200 2255 3074 10971 3.175 1042
1sp 5 20 8434 8427 90 2 78 3528 0.569 784
1dox 4 20 7416 7405 782 50 186 8406 0.652 823
1fkj 5 20 13554 13515 2621 140 222 10925 0.945 1511
1fmb 4 20 7571 7568 172 4 108 1804 0.540 788
1krn 5 20 9752 9747 101 1 87 6244 0.623 1035
1pl 5 20 12177 12152 454 25 103 10641 0.728 1415
2fxb 5 20 6950 6950 88 2 71 1432 0.534 617
2mhr 5 20 14317 14306 256 4 121 7853 0.668 1558
9rnt 5 20 12382 12367 350 19 108 6100 0.695 1250
Table 5: Medium-length sequenes, low similarity.
S Æ g

(t) h(s) #Exp #Op #Op+Cl #Heu Time Mem
1bbt3 5 160 30598 30277 902725789 11134608 15739188 23821767 43860.175 927735
1sbp 5 200 42925 42512 2144000052 6839269 11882990 65341855 106907.000 735053
1havA 5 200 31600 31234 2488806444 10891271 16321376 58639851 132576.000 927735
1uky 4 94 18046 17915 179802791 659435 1281339 15233338 7006.560 106184
2hsdA 4 96 21707 21604 65580608 293357 668926 12497761 2646.880 67788
2pia 4 161 22755 22616 97669470 789446 1673807 25718770 4310.030 142318
3grs 4 126 20222 20061 107682032 640391 1396982 24104710 4267.880 130425
kinase 5 200 45985 45520 2446667393 13931051 19688961 32422084 125170.460 927734
Table 6: Medium-length sequenes, medium similarity.
S Æ g

(t) h(s) #Exp #Op #Op+Cl #Heu Time Mem
1ad2 4 20 16852 16843 379 16 221 27887 0.959 2186
1aym3 4 20 19007 18978 466536 4801 8914 83634 15.386 3163
1gdoA 4 58 20696 20613 10795040 57110 102615 1265777 363.549 12028
1ldg 4 20 25764 25736 446123 4981 9052 169038 16.115 4484
1mrj 4 20 20790 20751 252601 4067 7380 33942 8.694 2905
1pgtA 4 50 17442 17398 1870204 19200 32476 485947 73.066 5869
1pii 4 20 20837 20825 25256 584 1414 116670 3.089 3338
1ton 5 102 32564 32428 13571887 351174 526102 11549908 1373.180 58704
2ba 5 160 40196 39914 60545205 1037828 1595955 19186631 2904.651 140712
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Table 7: Medium-length sequenes, high similarity.
S Æ g

(t) h(s) #Exp #Op #Op+Cl #Heu Time Mem
1amk 5 20 31473 31453 447 7 259 13120 0.825 3366
1ar5A 4 20 15209 15186 3985 128 356 22220 1.066 1755
1ezm 5 20 37396 37381 613 4 324 15751 0.836 3900
1led 4 20 18795 18760 93220 2956 4951 39962 3.761 2564
1ppn 5 20 27203 27159 18517 489 864 20209 2.545 2991
1pysA 4 20 19242 19215 10810 190 801 14344 1.200 2224
1thm 4 20 21470 21460 361 2 293 8090 0.682 2469
1tis 5 20 35444 35395 31996 448 915 42716 4.409 4122
1zin 4 20 16562 16546 771 23 225 6619 0.654 1767
5ptp 5 20 29776 29735 6558 309 539 37883 1.767 3600
Table 8: Long sequenes, low similarity.
S Æ g

(t) h(s) #Exp #Op #Op+Cl #Heu Time Mem
1ajsA 4 160 38382 38173 318460012 1126697 2310632 27102589 9827.233 208951
1pt 4 160 39745 39628 873548 5260 12954 10494564 223.926 32119
1lvl 4 160 43997 43775 537914936 1335670 2706940 37491416 16473.420 255123
1ped 3 50 15351 15207 2566052 7986 27718 0 20.035 4447
2myr 4 200 43414 43084 3740017645 7596730 45488908 118747184 136874.980 927735
4enl 3 50 16146 16011 5169296 9650 30991 0 41.716 5589
Table 9: Long sequenes, medium similarity.
S Æ g

(t) h(s) #Exp #Op #Op+Cl #Heu Time Mem
1a5 4 92 37147 37020 169779871 732333 1513853 18464119 6815.760 124877
1adj 4 20 32815 32785 207072 3106 5145 96176 7.829 4595
1bgl 4 243 78366 78215 188429118 857008 1744149 101816849 8795.000 291618
1dl 4 106 47430 47337 14993317 65288 126608 12801019 843.402 43158
1eft 4 56 31377 31301 9379999 42620 72502 1476154 334.475 13115
1eA 4 86 53321 53241 6905957 46779 90937 6040375 348.134 26884
1gowA 4 166 38784 38632 45590739 275256 544800 31318364 2251.190 99537
1pkm 4 89 36356 36256 11197890 75144 140472 5962640 505.778 27244
1sesA 5 58 57670 57557 4755983 96014 136677 3585721 463.962 27452
2ak 5 250 76937 76466 994225856 8077412 12436928 75819994 32965.522 765715
arp 5 143 54939 54696 182635167 1291185 2160263 38368530 15972.000 193364
glg 5 160 74282 74059 9251905 87916 120180 22622910 733.202 72148
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Table 10: Long sequenes, high similarity.
S Æ g

(t) h(s) #Exp #Op #Op+Cl #Heu Time Mem
1ad3 4 20 33641 33604 104627 2218 3461 34539 4.196 3968
1gpb 5 54 101296 101231 1232707 62184 98476 2702949 178.610 25698
1gtr 5 60 55242 55133 2037633 54496 91656 1916127 226.791 18050
1lf 6 160 149249 148854 181810148 3235312 3824010 28614215 15363.051 294688
1rthA 5 128 69296 69133 14891538 71081 105082 24587882 1721.070 70569
1taq 5 250 133723 133321 1693501628 9384718 17298456 145223167 5713.240 1170673
3pmg 4 51 42193 42133 1036943 8511 15540 777639 50.796 8133
atin 5 53 48924 48826 824295 35283 53009 777058 96.147 11198
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